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ABSTRACT

The major advantages of ESOPs are tax-related.

contributions are tax deductible.
stock are tax deductible.

ESOP

Dividends paid on ESOP

An ESOP will enable a company to

pay principal payments on debt and finance capital

expenditure with preferential tax treatment.
e

ESOPs allow

employees of closely-held companies to eliminate capital

gains taxes on the sale of their company's stock by
reinvesting their ESOP sale proceeds into their own private
investments.

There are other tax advantages to starting up

ESOPs.

There are other benefits to starting up an ESOP.

Many

companies use their ESOP to provide working capital for the
company.

An ESOP creates stock liquidity, and allows for

the elimination of capital gains tax that would be payable
if sold to a third party or redeemed.

The benefits for the employee shareholder are that
he/she can invest in the future, he/she has more control
over the company's on-going concern, and he/she may more

directly impact his/her own future with the company by the
performance of his/her position.

The most highly-regarded

benefit of ESOPs is the correlation between employee

ownership and corporate performance.
iii

However, the results of my interviews in this paper
appear to contradict the improved corporate performance
hypothesis.

Because the company maximizes net income,

management often adopts short-sighted strategies which

undercut employee morale and lead to lower productivity.
The fall of Enron was a life-changing event, not just

for the employees of Enron, but for the entire country with

respect to ESOPs.

Because of Enron, employees are more

aware of their diversification of their portfolios,

and are

not willing to take unnecessary risk with their retirements
tied with a single company.

iv
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

There are several effects that arise when a

corporation introduces an Employee Stock Ownership Plan
(ESOP).

Both positive and negative impacts are expected on

corporate performance.

It is believed that ESOP

corporations can retain their employees longer and with

better loyalty and performance than non-ESOP counterparts.
It is also believed that ESOPs have greater tax advantages

and better borrowing power than their non-ESOP
counterparts.

ESOPs are reputed to provide some of the

greatest legal tax shelters for small and mid-size or even
big corporations.

This project shows, through literary

analysis, and by presentation of tax laws and the laws
governing ESOPs, how ESOPs can be used as both tax shelters

I
and management tools.

The paper illustrates how ESOPs can

fund and shelter operating income, and how companies have

used ESOPs to motivate employees to achieve higher
performance and efficiency.

It also shows that there are

risks involved to the employee enrolled in the ESOP that

1

are not present to the company itself, and the benefits of
ESOP administration primarily accrue to the company.
In part II, ESOPs are defined, and the legislation
that spawned ESOPs, and similarities and differences

between ESOPs and other employee benefit programs are

generally described.

Part III deals with how ESOPs work,

including what employers need to start an ESOP, rights of

the employee shareholder, and what an employee shareholder

can do to diversify his/her account.

Part IV shows the

steps needed to establish an ESOP, including what kind of
plan will produce the greatest number of benefits for a

company, and what repurchase obligation is right for the

company.

Part V illustrates the adoption of the ESOP, how

the implementation document is drawn up, the rules that the

employee shareholders must follow, and defines who will
become trustees and administrators of the plan.

Part VI

discusses tax benefits for both the company and the

employee shareholder, such as pre-tax dollar treatment of
loan repayment, pass-through of benefits for owners of
corporations,

and the creation of management corporations

to gain additional tax benefits.

Part VII lays out other

tax advantages for ESOPs, such as tax-free dividend

2

payments to the company, tax deductible financing for
capital asset acquisition,

and tax-deductible dividend

Part VIII discusses

payments to ESOP participants.

benefits that go beyond issues of taxation,

such as the

benefits that arise from converting a company's profit

sharing plan into additional creditor protection, working
Part IX ties together

capital, and estate planning.

employee ownership and corporate performance by discussing

the differences in productivity between ESOP and non-ESOP

firms, a greater employee incentive to work harder, and a

market where shareholders may trade their share in the
company.

Part X presents accounting treatment for ESOPs in

the various balance sheet accounts and income statements,
thus showing the favorable impact the ESOP has on the

company's financial performance.

Part XI explains the

results of the interview completed by the CFO of two Inland

Empire companies and the non-officer employee of one of
those companies, which partially validate and refute the

assertions made by the two groups advocating the creation

and administration of ESOPs.

Part XII explains what

happened to the employees of Enron after the collapse of

their company, and the ramifications that collapse still
has on ESOPs and the laws shaping their administration.

3

Finally, the project shows that the development and

implementation of ESOPs benefits the companies more than
its individual shareholders, due to the complexity of the
rules governing ESOPs and the lack of ability of the

shareholders to freely convert shares of stock to other,
more lucrative shares from companies performing better than

the ESOP company.

In the author's own experience working

in an ESOP company that performed marginally, he saw first
hand the problem of limited opportunity for financial gain

through the ESOP that gave its employee shareholders
minimal growth opportunity in the face of immense growth in

the stock market as a whole.

He also has worked in an ESOP

company that gave its employee shareholders an immense

increase

(between 25% and 60%) when that company was

However, this performance is

purchased by another company.

not common in other ESOPs; most of the testimonials given
on the ESOP Association website show low to moderate growth
of shareholder wealth.

But in all of these cases, the ESOP

was set up as a tax avoidance shelter couched in an
employee benefit, and usually the company benefits more

from the strategy than the individual employee
shareholders.

The interviews the author has conducted

appears to reinforce this conclusion.

4

While ESOPs are not a new concept, having been

introduced in the U.S. over 200 years ago, they were not
officially recognized as employee retirement plans to be

governed under federal law until the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act
was passed in 1974.

(abbreviated ERISA) public law (93-40)
An ESOP is engineered to invest

primarily in an employer's securities,

and subsequently,

it

provides its participants with an ownership interest within

the their company of employment.

As such, it is a tax-

qualified plan.

Prior to 1998, only C-type corporations were eligible
for the benefits of ESOPs.

According to a 2006 IRS report,

the passage of the 1996 Small Business Jobs Protection Act

and the 1997 Taxpayers Relief Act allowed ESOPs to be
sponsored by sub-chapter S corporations, effective January

1, 1998.

That law made it possible for any ESOP to own

stock in S-type corporations; it effectively created a taxexempt status for whatever portion of the S-type

corporation shares the ESOP owned.

Such structures are

commonly known as sub-chapter S ESOPs.

The ESOP Model was further enhanced by the passage of
the 2001 Economic Growth Tax Relief and Recovery Act.

5

The

legislation added rigid attribution limits and expanded
contribution limits.
These enhancements can be deduced from the size
of the 11,000-plus companies utilizing ESOPs.

A partial

list, ESOP top companies, is shown in Table one.

Table one:
The Top Companies that have Adopted Employee
Stock Purchase Plans

ESOP Statistics - Top companies

Number of Participants

Company Name
Proctor & Gamble Co.

40,000

The Sherwin-Williams Company

32,000

Anheuser - Busch Companies

17,200

Amsted Industries

12,500

Parsons Corporation

12,000

Lifetouch,

11,500

Inc

Brookshire Brothers

9, 000

Ferrell Companies

7,400

W. L. Gore Associates

7,000

(ESOP Association, 2007).

6

Current estimates for the number of ESOPs in the United

States place the figure at roughly 11,000.

Through those

programs, over 8 million employees are covered; this
represents approximately eight percent of the total

workforce in the private sector.

In addition, over three

percent of these employees' total compensation comes

directly from ESOP contributions.

Federal legislation has

been a significant factor in the growth of these programs.

ESOPs grew quickly in the final years of the 1980s, but

tapered off after 1989, when federal legislation removed a
portion of the tax incentives associated with forming ESOPs.
Since that time, the number of US ESOPs has generally

remained constant; the ESOPs that are terminated are almost
always replaced by new plans.

The table below chronicles

the number of ESOPs since their introduction.

7

1974:

200

1981:

1,500

1984:

2,500

1987:

5,000

1990:

10,000

1996:

10,000

1997 :

10,000

2000:

11,500

2002:

11,500

2003:

11,500

2004:

11,000

2005:

11,000

2006:

To Be Determined

Figure one:

Quantities of Employee Stock Purchase Plans

Companies by Year

(ESOP Association, 2007) .

According to the National Center for Employee
Ownership

(2007), roughly 1,000 ESOPs, somewhere around ten

percent of all ESOPs in the US, are sponsored by companies
that are traded publicly. However, these organizations

employ nearly half of the United States' employee owners;

8

the total number of employee owners in the US is estimated
to be 8 million. Of those 11,000 companies, an estimated

6,000 have ESOPs that are big enough to significantly
affect the company's culture and strategies.

The NCEO also approximates that 2,500 US companies are

majority-owned by their employee shareholders; nearly 1,000

are owned 100% through ESOPs. Roughly 4% of all companies
with ESOPs are unionized.

While ESOPs aren't limited to

one type of industry or financial sector, more than onefourth of them are categorized in the manufacturing sector

(National Center for Employee Ownership,

2007).

More than 75% of all companies with ESOPs are
currently or have been leveraged, or in layman's terms,

that the company borrowed funds in order to gain the

employer securities that were formerly held by the trustee
of the ESOP.

The bulk of the ESOP companies have

additional retirement plans in place: these may include

defined benefit pension plans and / or 401(k) plans
supplementary to the ESOP.

According to the NCEO, less

than 5% of the 11,000 ESOP companies nationwide had any

financial hardship when their ESOPs were formed.

At the

end of 2000, the amount of the assets owned by all US

9

employee stock ownership programs totaled $500 billion

(National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).
In 2000, approximately $20 billion in stock or cash

was given to the ESOPs. This figure amounted to nearly 3.2%

of the total employee compensation in the private sector
for the year. For that same year, the NCEO (2007)

reports

that nearly 4% of America's corporate net worth was held in
employee stock ownership plans, or roughly $500 billion
worth of sponsor stock.

10

CHAPTER TWO

EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLAN, GENERAL

An ESOP is an employee benefit plan that makes the

employees of a company owners of stock in that company.

The very concept of the ESOP was developed sometime in the’

1950s by Louis Kelso, a banker and lawyer. Kelso reasoned
that America's brand of capitalism would be stronger if
every worker could each own a portion of the capital

producing assets, as opposed to a small number of
shareholders.

however,

Very few companies embraced Kelso's ideas,

as an ESOP's authority to borrow money in order to

buy stock for its participants was derived only from IRS
rulings; its statutory authority was unclear,

at best.

It was in 1973 that Louis Kelso was able to convince

the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Russell Long,
of the positive effects that would result if tax incentives

for ESOPs under employee benefit law were to be encouraged

and permitted (ESOP Association, 2007).

Thanks to the

actions of Senator Long, federal legislation in support of
ESOPs appeared shortly thereafter.

Of the highest

significance was the 1974 Employee Retirement Income

11

Security Act

(commonly referred to in financial terms as

ERISA), which, according to the ESOP Association, regulated
employee benefit plans and created a statutory

infrastructure for ESOPs

(2007).

After the introduction of the ERISA, the creation of

ESOPs boomed; Kelso had been proven right, and companies

began to see that shared ownership indeed served the best
economic self-interests of its owners.

Since 1974,

Congress has rewritten the laws governing ESOPs a few
times.

The notable changes to the original law came via

the 1984 and 1986 Tax Reform Acts, the 1996 Small Business

Job Protection Act, the 1997 Taxpayer Relief Act, and the

2001 Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act.

Any particular ESOP has a battery of characteristic
traits that distinguish it from any other benefit plan a

company might offer its employees.

For instance, ESOPs are

legally mandated to invest first and foremost in the

employerrs securities.

Unlike other qualified benefit

plans for company employees, ESOPs may borrow funds. It is

because of this that a "leveraged" ESOP can serve as a
powerful tool for corporate financing (ESOP Association,

2007).

With ESOPs that are leveraged, both the ESOPs

12

themselves or their corporate sponsors are able to borrow

funds from qualified lenders.

Typically, either the ESOP

or its sponsor will promise lenders that they will place

money into the trust. This will allow trusts to amortize

their Ioans according to a pre-determined timeline; should
lenders prefer it, companies may also borrow from lenders

directly for the purposes of making loans back to ESOPs.
Supposing that the company intends to leverage the ESOP

with the purpose of introducing new to be used to expand

the company or to make capital improvements, the

organization will use the funds so that it may buy
additional shares of stock.

If, however, the reason for

leveraging is so that the company may buy out the entire
stock of an owner who plans to retire, the ESOP will

purchase those aforementioned shares.

If the reason for

leveraging is to divest a particular division, the ESOP
will first purchase the stock of the new shell company,

which will then in turn buy the division and all of its
assets. According to the ESOP Association,

a company can

also use ESOP financing for the purposes of making

acquisitions, buying back publicly-traded shares of stock,
or for any other purpose that serves the best interests of

the company (2007).
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CHAPTER THREE
HOW DO EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLANS WORK

The first step in creating an ESOP is to create a
trust, which will receive contributions annually.

From

there, the contributions from the company are divided up

among the trust’s individual employee accounts.

There are

a variety of ways that the contributions- can be allocated.

Most commonly, funds are allocated either proportionally to
compensation,

commensurate with the number of years

employed at the company, or through some combination of
both compensation and years of service.

The ESOP

Association shows that no one method of allocation seems to
be favored over another

(2007).

Typically, employees are eligible to join the plan and
begin receiving allocations once they are employed at the

company for one year; here, a year is defined by 1,000

hours worth of service

(ESOP Association, 2007).

However,

the company stock and other of the plan's assets that will
be allocated to any employee's account must vest before

they may be received by employees.

Vesting,

in layman's

terms, is a process whereby the access employees have to
their accounts is initially limited; over time, those

14

limits increase by a set amount of percentage points per
year with the company. The most conservative vesting

schedule allowed by law is a 20% increase per year, which
means that an employee will be fully vested within five

years of employment at a single company.

(ESOP Association,

2007). These vesting schedules are set according to the
discretion of any particular company with an ESOP, however;
some companies choose to make all of their ESOP employees
fully vested regardless of how long they've been employed.

ESOP employees who have at least ten years of
participation in the program and who are at least 55 years

old are given the option of diversifying their ESOP
accounts. This diversification may entail selling up to 25%

of the total value of their shares in order to purchase

another stock of equal value (ESOP Association,

2007) .

At

60 years old, employees are given the one-time option of

diversifying up to half of their accounts.

This

requirement applies only to ESOP shares that were allocated

to employee accounts at any time after December 31,

1986

(ESOP Association, 2007).

An employees will receive the vested portion of his or

her account upon any of the following conditions:

termination from the company, death, disability, or

15

The distribution of these

retirement from the company.

funds may be paid with a lump sum, or through monthly
payments over a certain number of years.

dies or becomes disabled, he or she
beneficiary)

If an employee

(or his / her

receives the vested portion of the ESOP

account immediately.
In a company that is traded publicly, employees have

the option of selling their stock on the open market.

In a

firm that is privately held, the company is required to

give its employees a put option on the stock for a 60-day

period after the shares are distributed.

If the employee

makes the decision to hold onto his or her stock, the
company is required to offer another put option for a

second sixty-day period, which begins one year after the

date of distribution.

Once this period has ended, the ESOP

company is no longer obligated to repurchase the stock

(ESOP Association, 2007).
One option open to ESOP companies is to pay "installment

distributions," supposing that the organization pays

amounts that are approximately equal.

These payments must

additionally begin within a year when they are applied to

any retirement distributions, and for distributions before
retirement, within five years;

16

neither installment

distribution may have a duration of more than five years
(ESOP Association, 2007).

In addition, the ESOP company is

responsible for providing two things: first, the concept of

"adequate security," and second, accrued interest payments
to any participant of an ESOP program for any balance of an

installment distribution that remains unpaid.

17

CHAPTER FOUR
HOW TO ESTABLISH AN EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLAN

Supposing that an organization is interested in
establishing, an ESOP for its employees,

it will find that

it has a large range of options when it comes to creating a
plan best-suited suited to the company's unique goals or

needs. Taken as an example, a sizable organization what

follows is a small primer that summarizes the steps a
company might follow if it wishes to create an ESOP:

A. Exploring the Employees Stock Option Plan Concept

Step one of establishing an ESOP is the development of
some idea regarding what type of plan will do the most good

for the company. Some of the motivations a company might
have for creating an ESOP are as an employee retirement

plan, for financing, for increased employee morale, or for
some combination of these and other goals.

B. Designing the Specifics

As
wants,

soon
it

is

as
in

the
the

company

knows

best

interests

what

of

kind

firm

of
to

ESOP
hire

it

a

qualified consultant that will assist in the design of the

18

ESOP

far

as

concerned.
addressed,

how

plan,

employees,

as

specifics

Several

and

important

questions

will

need

are

to

be

including who is eligible to participate in the
shares

what

will

(if any)

be

to

allocated

type

of vesting

how the distribution of

adopted,

feasibility

real-world

funds

eligible

the

schedule will be

into

ESOP

accounts

will be handled, and how voting rights will be dealt with.

The firm must make sure that the ESOP's goals conform
all

with

relevant

laws

and

regulations,

and

also

must

prepare an analysis of its finances in order to ensure that
the costs

firm's

of creating an ESOP will not

current

financial

interfere with the

obligations.

Companies

should

also be prepared to hire any additional professionals as is
necessary or appropriate,

including lenders or appraisers.

For privately held companies, the design/feasibility

stage must address three additional points.

First, the

company's shares must be appraised by an independent
contractor before any funding is allocated to the ESOP

(ESOP Association, 2007). The goal, here, is to establish
an estimate for the company's stock that can be used as a

working figure for the remainder of the design/feasibility

process. Obtaining such a figure often takes several weeks,
and sometimes longer, as it requires that a massive amount

19

of business data and miscellaneous financial documents be

gathered and closely scrutinized. After this task has been

accomplished, and the design is ready to be implemented, an
official valuation report will be prepared.
The second stage of the design/feasibility stage

should be to estimate what effect the ESOP will have on
existing stockholders.

Those who have a share in the

company will naturally have a large concern for how the

introduction of an ESOP will affect the value of their
stock and the overall financial condition of the company;

ESOPs will often dilute their equity interest in the

corporation (ESOP Association, 2007).

Though the third and final stage of establishing an
ESOP is not an absolute requirement, it is nevertheless

helpful: the firm should establish a plan that addresses

the company's obligation to repurchase shares of stock from

employees who are leaving the company.

This "repurchase

obligation" is a result of the fact that,

in companies that

are privately held, ESOP participants have a put option
when they leave the company.

The firm should consider that factors such as the size
of annual ESOP contributions, the fluctuation of stock

value between the dates of contribution and repurchase,

20

vesting and distribution policies, diversification options,

and employee turnover rates will all have an impact on the
repurchase obligation and the rate that it will grow.

According to both the ESOP Association

(2007) and the

NCEO (2007), companies have a multitude of options when it

comes to planning for and meeting their ESOP repurchase
obligations,

including purchasing insurance to cover any

obligations, and through making significant annual cash

contributions.

The company will be able to anticipate its

financial output more effectively by projecting its

repurchase obligation over time at the onset of the planrs
implementation, and it may design the ESOP accordingly.

21

CHAPTER FIVE
PUTTING THE EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLAN ESOP IN PLACE

When the process of analyzing and designing the ESOP
is complete, the company will often have an attorney

prepare a formal plan document which sets forth the
specific terms and features of the ESOP

(ESOP Association,

2007; National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).

Next,

an appraiser prepares an evaluation report that is complete

and official, based on data that is ideally less than 60
days old at the date of the ESOP's creation.

The plan document should make sure to address the

operation and purpose of the plan, any employee eligibility
and participation requirements,

contributions from the

company, the investment of the plan's assets,

formulas for

account allocation, information pertaining to vesting and
forfeitures, voting rights, distribution rules and put

options, fiduciary responsibilities, employee disclosures,
and it should also address the process of introducing
future amendments to the plan (ESOP Association, 2007;

National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).

It may also

be wise to address any contingencies in the plan document

22

that may arise in the future, depending on the particulars
of how the ESOP was established.

Some additional important decisions that must be made
are choosing the ESOP's trustee and choosing the person who
will be tasked with administering the ESOP.

Company shares

and any additional assets that are held by the ESOP are

required to be held in the trustee's name, which typically
has fiduciary responsibility for any assets of the ESOP.

With an increasing degree of frequency,

sponsors of ESOPs

are relying on professional trustees to hold their assets,

though ESOP companies set up their own trusts more often

than not

(National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).

Similarly, the task of administrating an ESOP can be

either given to a third-party administration firm or

handled in-house by the company.

Administrators maintain

each of the employee records of the plan, thereby keeping
track of who is currently participating in the plan, the

percentage to which each employee is vested, the value and
content of each account, and any other important clerical
or administrative information.

For ESOPs that are leveraged, arrangements must be
made to secure the necessary financing so that the

Savings and loans, mutual

transaction may be completed.
23

funds, investment firms, insurance companies, and an other

entity that lends money might all qualify as ESOP lenders.

Lenders are fast becoming more educated in regards to how
an ESOP loan is structured.

In the event that a local

lender cannot provide funding necessary to the transaction,

the ESOP Association maintains a list of lenders who are

interested in funding ESOPs.
Once these considerations are dealt with, the firm
must officially and formally adopt both the plan and any
trust document that establishes the ESOP and its attendant

trust.

In addition, the company will typically submit a

copy of all documents to the Internal Revenue Service with
an application for confirmation (known as a determination)

of the ESOP's tax-qualified status

(IRS Form 5300). To

obtain eligibility for the tax benefits of ESOPs, the plan
must qualify under sections 401
Internal Revenue Code

(a)

and 4975

(e)(7)

of the

(National Center for Employee

Ownership, 2007).
To claim a deduction on a contribution in any given

year, an ESOP must be created during that fiscal year. Both

contributions and leveraging for that year may occur until
the company's corporate tax return is filed, including
extensions

(Internal Revenue Service, 2006).
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CHAPTER SIX
TAX BENEFITS OF EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLANS

There are two major tax incentives that make borrowing

through an ESOP appealing to organizations that might never
have otherwise considered financing their employees r

acquisition of stock:

1: Because contributions to ESOPs

are tax-deductible, any corporate entity that repays an
ESOP loan, in essence, is able to deduct both the principal

and the interest from taxes.

This has the potential to

reduce financing costs to the company significantly,

as it

cuts the amount of pre-tax dollars that are needed to pay
off the principal.

This reduction can be as high as 34%,

depending on the tax bracket of the company (Internal
Revenue Service, 2006).

2: The dividends that are paid on

ESOP shares that either pass through to an employee or are

used to pay off the ESOP loan are tax deductible.

Because

of this federal tax law, a company may have a larger amount

of cash on hand than it would were it to rely on

conventional financing as a source of funds

(Internal

Revenue Service, 2006).

The benefits of the S-ESOP Model are that it is a

flexible model for business financial planning, that it
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creates an executive benefit that is tax-efficient, and

that it also creates a broad-based equity incentive plan
for employees.

The S-ESOP model has three planning

devices, which include:
(1)

Split dollar plans, and non-qualified deferred

compensation
(2)

Employee stock ownership plans

(3)

A management corporation
(ESOP Association, 2007)

None of these concepts, taken individually, are new.
However, when they are aggregated into the S-ESOP model,

the combination creates a powerful executive and employee
benefit program that is extremely tax-efficient.

ESOP is not a complicated design.

The S-

To start, the current

key management group of the operating entity, as well as

their support staff, are transferred to a newly-created

Subchapter-S Management Corporation (hereafter referred
as an SMC).

to

This operating entity can potentially be one

of several business types, including a type-C corporation,

a type-S corporation, an LLP, an LLC, or a partnership.

Regardless of the structure of the company, the Management
Corporation must concern itself with achieving clearly-
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defined business goals, as opposed to solely concentrating

its efforts on avoiding taxes.

Barring a few limitations, those who sell their shares
can get positive tax treatment whenever they sell

securities to ESOPs.

Moreover, ESOPs are able to borrow

money and enter into transactions with outside parties in
order to obtain said securities

2006).

(Internal Revenue Service,

One sees that these benefits of ESOPs are partially

what makes them attractive as both a financing and a tax

planning vehicle for an employer.
When implemented, the S-ESOP will establish an equity
based incentive program for everyone employed under either

the SMC or the operating company.
compensation,

S-ESOPs create deferred

split dollar benefits for a portion of the

SMC's executives, or both.

The ESOP's ownership of the SMC

either defers or erases any taxes that are paid (at any
level) on income the SMC generates.

The design of the SMC

also has the distinct possibility of improving the

company's management and operating efficiency.
SMCs help to manage risk in that they separate the
financial assets that are held to pay the company's

deferred compensation obligations from any additional

financial obligations; it is also a boon to risk management
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in that they separate the legal liabilities of the
operating unit.

Fees paid by an operating entity to an SMC, which
funds its incentive programs, are tax-deductible.

However,

any tax deductions will be dependent on whether the SMC is
serving a business purpose that is determined to be valid

in the eyes of the IRS.

Although plan benefits accrue to

every employee, any additional benefits might accrue to a
limited number of key employees.

A split dollar plan,

together with a deferred compensation plan financed via
life insurance, will enable an SMC to recover investments

it makes in the incentive program.
If a company is like most entrepreneurial enterprises,

then there will most likely exist a deep-rooted emotional

bond with the organization; in such a case, it may be safe
to conclude that there won't be any intentions of selling
off a controlling interest.

Regardless, employees may in

the future want to extract at least some equity from their

organization with the intent of diversifying their own net

worth or in the hopes of funding their retirement.
The typical employee of a closely-held ESOP company
will in all likelihood have 90% or more of their personal
net worth invested in the company's stock.
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When employees

wish to diversify their investments, ESOPs are by far the
most expedient and efficacious way to get the maximum value
for their many years of loyal service.

What makes this so

is that ESOPs are the only purchasers of stock that erase

the owner's capital gains taxes.

They are able to do this

because they first reinvest the ESOP's sale proceeds into
an employee's private investment portfolio, and then hold

that portfolio until the employee's death (Internal Revenue

Service, 2006; National Center for Employee Ownership,

2007) .
An ESOP shows its worth in the realm of corporate
finance by allowing a firm to amortize its principal

payments on long-term debt, in addition to allowing it to
use pre-tax dollars to finance capital expenses.

A company

has the option of refinancing current long-term debt, which

results in principal payments which are tax-deductible; it

may also use the program to produce working capital that is

tax deductible.

This capital can then be used to expand

plants, to finance the purchase of equipment,

or to fund

acquisitions.
An ESOP is also valuable when it comes to

transitioning a company to the new ownership of key

managers, previous employees, or the former owner's
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children.

A company's ESOP can be used to carry out any

obligations detailed via a buy-sell agreement with the

other shareholders.

Although a majority of the buy-sell

agreements address the grim possibilities of employee

disability or death, ESOPs focus on quality of life

considerations in that they allow employees to receive
their justly-earned equity without having to pay any
capital gains taxes.

Moreover, ESOPs are able to be

structured so that they may include 401(k)

features.

Supposing that an employee already has a 401(k) plan, ESOPs

may be interconnected with the employee's 401(k) plan in

order to meet both the objectives of employee benefits and

shareholder liquidity (National Center for Employee
Ownership, 2007).

This allows for the company to furnish

equity at zero cost to the company, since it has the
ability to leverage the cost of stock' procurement, while

the employee shareholder will eventually pay for that
stock.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
OTHER TAX ADVANTAGES

A. Tax Free Shareholder Liquidity.

ESOPs allow employees of closely-held companies to
defer and eventually eliminate capital qains taxes on the
sale of their company's stock by reinvesting their ESOP
sale proceeds into their own private investment portfolio.
The rules are very flexible and allow the investment in

equity and debt securities of any operating corporation

that is domiciled in the United States.

Employees are at

liberty to make rollover investments in companies that are

closely-held or those that are publicly traded; employees
may also diversify their stock portfolio however they deem

best for their investment needs

(ESOP Association, 2007;

National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007) .

Section 1042 of the Internal Revenue Code states that
when an individual sells an ESOP closely-held stock, that

employee is allowed to defer the recognition of their

capital gains if he or she reinvests his or her sales
proceeds within 12 months of the date that the stock is

sold.

So long as that employee continues to his or her own'

rollover portfolio, he or she can defer any capital gains
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taxes indefinitely (Internal Revenue Service, 2006).

This

is one of the few real advantages to employee ownership for

the employee, as he/she may never pay for the capital gain
on the sale of the ESOP stock, saving 15-35% on the stock

increase.

B. Tax-Deductible Shareholder Buy-Outs.
Traditionally, a company redeems stock by using after

tax earnings.

However, one of the virtues of an ESOP is

that it enables companies to use pre-tax earnings in order
to receive a complete deduction of all taxes on the costs
of buying out either majority or minority shareholders.

Therefore, companies utilizing ESOPs save precious dollars
that would have been wasted in tax payments.

This tax

aversion strategy is important, because the net result is

increased corporate financial position without penalty.

C. Tax Deductible Financing for Capital Costs.
By purchasing recently issued company stock, a company

is able to use its ESOP in order to provide an offsetting

tax deduction for any capital expenses that have gone
towards the purchasing of new equipment, the expansion of

plant facilities, or those that were needed to acquire
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another company. Furthermore, the company can also retain
100% of its depreciation tax benefit.

This serves to both

increase the net worth of the company and minimize its tax

liability, thus increasing shareholder wealth.

However,

the negative side of this stock purchase is the fact that

the stock is diluted, which means that the value per share
issued is lower for those shares already outstanding.

D. Tax-Deductible Principal Payments.

Companies have the option of structuring their ESOPs
so that they allow amortization of their principal payments
on current or future long-term debt through pre-tax

earnings.

The company may refinance its current long-term

debt without having to revamp its credit facilities.

In

short, this means that companies reserve their lines of

credit as far as operations are concerned,

and they may

finance their long-term debt through the ESOP, which has

the benefit of conserving their ratio of debt-to-equity.
caveat to this technique, however, is that it comes at the

expense of the company's diversification; in a worst-case
scenario, the company might have an over-reliance on its

own financials. The infamous Enron corporation is perhaps
the most clear example of the harm that this could
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A

potentially cause

(ESOP Association, 2007; National Center

for Employee Ownership, 2007).

E. Tax-Deductible Dividends.
The dividends that the company pays on the stock of

ESOPs are tax-deductible

(excepting any purposes where the

Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) is concerned),

supposing that

these dividends are used by ESOPs to amortize any ESOP

loans for which the proceeds went towards the purchasing of
employer securities. Because of this, ESOPs have financing

capabilities greatly in excess of the usual 25% of covered
compensation limitation that applies to any retirement plan
that qualifies under IRS guidelines

(Internal Revenue

Service, 2006).
Any dividend that the company pays on an ESOP's stock
is also tax-deductible

concerned)

(again, except where the AMT is

if those dividends pass through the ESOP and are

paid in cash to those participating in the ESOP.

A great

number of ESOP companies have begun redirecting cash

bonuses as ESOP cash dividends; this has the dual effect of

motivating employees to work harder while simultaneously
reducing payroll costs.

This boosted employee productivity

results in a reduced cost of production, and the diminished
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payroll cost helps plant efficiency.

In turn,

such effects

reduce operation cost and increase profit margins

(ESOP

Association, 2007; National Center for Employee Ownership,
2007) .

F. Recovery of Income Taxes.

Supposing that a company has paid its income taxes
over a period of several years, and supposing that the

company is in a year where it breaks even, contributing
recently-issued stock to the company's ESOP may have the
effect of creating a net operating loss.

In these cases,

companies are eligible to recover a set amount of the state
and federal income tax that the company paid over the last

three years

(Internal Revenue Service, 2006).

ESOP

companies benefit from this in that they have no tax

liability at this crucial point in their business cycle,
and there is cash in the form of a tax refund up to the

amount of the net operating loss available for the company.

G. Tax Deductible Management Buy-out.
Should companies have a multitude of key managers who
each wish to buy shares of the company but are short on the

funds that this requires, ESOPs give these employees the
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ability to gain operational control of the company. The
company's later pre-tax earning streams will finance stock
purchases

(ESOP Association, 2007; National Center for

Employee Ownership, 2007).

This provision is beneficial in

that ownership can reside with the upper management, which
is responsible for many of the directives and policies of

the company.

This would enable the company to run more

efficiently,

in tune more directly with the pulse of the

business, and, therefore, the company is more profitable.

H. Enhancement of Charitable Giving.

The careful and tactical partnership of an ESOP and a
charitable trust will allow an employees to receive
personal tax deductions for their gifts of company shares
to charity.

Because cash is more convenient to charities

than owning shares of a company, a company's ESOP can be

structured so that it may purchase stock from charitable
trusts for cash, which is financed through the company's

pre-tax earning streams

(ESOP Association, 2007; National

Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).

The charitable

contribution pass-through helps the employee on his taxes,

as well as helping the company avoid unnecessary taxation
by allowing it to use pre-tax earnings.
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I. Tax Deductible Family Transition.

ESOPs may be used as a transfer tool between family
generations, whereby individuals may receive cash for

company shares,

in accordance with section 1042 of the

Internal Revenue Code's tax-deferred rollover rules.

The

children of an ESOP employee are able to acquire the stock

purchased by the ESOP and use the company's future pre-tax

earnings as a means to buy additional shares
Association, 2007).

(ESOP

When these children are able to buy

the stock themselves, they're allowed to purchase the
ESOP's stock directly, thereby increasing their ownership
in the company and continuing the family's history and

relationship with the company.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
OTHER BENEFITS

A. Conversion of Existing Profit Sharing Plan into
Working Capital:

Should companies meet a set of predetermined financial
criteria, is entirely feasible to turn the assets of the

company's current Profit Sharing Plan into working capital.
In the case of a complete conversion, all or some of the

assets of a current Profit Sharing Plan are invested in the
recently-issued company stock. This allows companies to use

the newly-issued stock's sale proceeds as working capital,
thereby financing whatever it may need by way of corporate

capital

(ESOP Association, 2007; National Center for

Employee Ownership, 2007).

This serves to give a company

an alternative financial plan which does not hurt the

debt/equity ratio, and allows that company to procure
additional debt, if necessary, for other projects at an

optimal rate.
B. Creditor Protection and Estate Planning.
The partnership of a Family Limited Partnership with
an ESOP could enable an employee's Internal Revenue Code

Section 1042 rollover investment portfolio to be
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safeguarded against the judgment claims of any creditors.
There is also a possibility that employees may also a

significant discount

(40-50 percent) on be receiving the

value of the rollover investment portfolio for the purposes
of state inheritance taxes and / or federal estate taxes
(ESOP Association, 2007; National Center for Employee

Ownership, 2007).

C. ESOP as a Profit Sharing Tool
ESOPs are IRS tax-qualified retirement plans; as such,
they are required to follow all federal rules and
regulations which govern them.

ESOPs are similar to Profit

Sharing Plans, though the two plans are not without their
fair share of differences.

In general terms,

Profit

Sharing Plans don't invest in the company stock of

employees. On the other hand, ESOPs are by nature

structured to invest first and foremost
in the company.

Ergo, ESOPs create

shares of the company may be sold.

(by at least 50%)

liquid markets where

Such markets eliminate

any capital gains taxes that might otherwise be payable if

employees were to sell their stock to another buyer, or if
they were to redeem their company shares via a corporate

redemption.
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A popular option chosen by a great number of

companies is the structuring of their ESOPs to, at least
initially, hold a minority-interest position; this is

usually somewhere around 30% or 40% of the organization's

voting stock (ESOP Association, 2007). Companies may
structure their ESOPs with the goal of saving money for a
number of years if it anticipates that it will purchase its

own stock at some point in the future, or the ESOP can be
designed with the goal of borrowing the necessary funds in
order to complete an immediate leveraged purchase of its
stock.

The payments to the principal balance of ESOP loans

are tax write-offs, which is yet another reason
are popular financing tools

why ESOPs

(Internal Revenue Service,

2006; ESOP Association, 2007).

Company management teams may control the shares of
stock held by ESOPs in a fiduciary role as members of ESOP
Administrative Committees.

A majority of ESOPs have their

Administrative Committees hold the primary voting

authority; these committees tell ESOP Trustees how they
should vote ESOP shares on the bulk of the

issues that

require a shareholder vote (ESOP Association, 2007;

National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).
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CHAPTER NINE
EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP AND CORPORATE PERFORMANCE

In 1995, a study authored by Douglas Kruse of Rutgers

University compared a wide variety of studies that sought
to establish a link between ESOPs and the resultant growth

of company productivity. Kruse's study determined that

"positive and significant coefficients

[are found] much

more often than would be expected if there were no true

relation between ESOPs and productivity." The author

concluded that the average estimated difference in
productivity between ESOP and non-ESOP companies was 5.3%,
that the average estimated pre/post-adoption difference was

4.4%, and that the post-adoption growth rate was 0.6%
higher for companies that had created an ESOP. In the
study, two previous examinations were cited: Kumbhakar and

Dunbar's 1993 study of 123 public firms, and Mitchell's
1990 study of 495 U.S. business units in public firms. The
two reports were in agreement that the first few years

after a company created an ESOP were immediately punctuated

by statistically significant levels of greater productivity
and profit.
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In 1995, the US Department of Labor released a study

titled "The Financial and Non-Financial Returns to
Innovative Workplace Practices: A Critical Review."

That

examination arrived at the conclusion that companies that
give their employees shares of stock and actively train

their employees will result in a more favorable bottom
line.
Professor Hamid Mehran of Northwestern University's

L.
J.

Kellogg Graduate School of Management studied roughly

400 publicly traded ESOP companies before and after the
introduction of the ESOP; he then compared them to non-ESOP
companies that were competitors in the same line of

business. Mehran's study demonstrated that the rate of
return for ESOP companies was 2.7% higher than their nonESOP counterparts, and that 60% of the ESOP companies

experienced increases of stock prices immediately after

they announced that an ESOP program would be integrated
into the company.

The study concluded with the very

positive figure: 82% of the ESOP companies polled indicated
that by introducing the program, they had improved their
business

(Mehran,

1995).

The Washington State Department of Community, Trade
and Economic Development studied more than 100 ESOP
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companies that were privately held in Washington State, and

subsequently contrasted them with 500 privately-held
companies without ESOPs.

The department's study reached

the conclusion that the ESOP companies were paying better
benefits, that their employees had twice the retirement
income when compared to non-ESOP companies,

and that the

ESOPs paid better wages than non-ESOP companies
Scharf,

& Keogh, 1998).

(Kardas,

This is good news for prospective

employees looking to improve their personal future
financial position.

2001 marked the tenth consecutive year in which a

survey by The Employee Ownership Foundation found that most
companies with ESOPs cited an overall increase in

productivity and performance.
companies

(65%)

Over two-thirds of the ESOP

indicated that their performance increased

from 1999 to 2000.

Furthermore, 75% of those companies

indicated that sales increased from 1999 to 2000, and 63%

noted that profits grew from 1999 to 2000.

52% of the ESOP

companies polled stated that they were currently using or

would be establishing any type of formal program that dealt
with ESOP communications

(ESOP Association, 2007; National

Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).
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The most comprehensive and significant study of ESOP
performance in closely-held companies the author was able
to find was conducted by Dr. Douglas L. Kruse and by Dr.

Joseph R. Blasi, both of the Rutgers University School of
Management and Labor Relations; the study was partially
paid for by the Employee Ownership Foundation

(National

Center for Employee Ownership, 2007). The study was
unmistakably clear in its findings: companies that had
created ESOPs increased their sales, boosted their

employment, and increased the sales of each company
employee more than 2.3% above established baselines in

companies absent an ESOP. The findings of Dr. Blasi and Dr.

Kruse also indicated that these companies,

as a result of

their ESOPs, had a greater likelihood of operating as
independent companies for several years after the date of

the study.

Furthermore, the study concluded that ESOP

companies were far more likely to have larger and more

varied retirement-oriented benefit plans than could be

found at companies absent an ESOP

(Kruse & Blasi,

1997).

While there exists a certain degree of difficulty when

it comes to laying the foundation for an ESOP,

it is not so

difficult that it should serve as a deterrent to any

company that might see a benefit from the establishment of
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such a program.

According to both the ESOP Association

(2007) and the National Center for Employee Ownership

(2007), ESOPs offer primary benefits which greatly outweigh
their initial cost and complexity; among these benefits are
a greatly heightened sense of employee morale, a secondary
market that is created expressly for the trading of company
stock, and a sizable cost savings through tax benefits and

improved company finances.
In summary, the research gathered indicates that

corporate performance is enhanced by adopting an ESOP.

The

numerous indicators referenced show a correlation between
individual performance enhancement and ESOP adoption.
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CHAPTER TEN
ACCOUNTING FOR EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLANS

1- Assets

The ESOP's assets, including any stock that the employer
is in possession of, are never included among the assets of

its corporate sponsor.
(SOP)

By looking at Statement of Position

76-3, paragraph 6, and SOP 93-6, paragraph 13

(though

this position is nearly 28 years old), we still see

financial statement preparation that reflects the notes

receivable from an inside loan between the company and the
ESOP in assets.

This is a departure from generally

accepted accounting practices

(GAAP), and should be

reclassified to employee benefits
Standards Board, 2007).

(Financial Accounting

This treatment gives the company

additional expenses on the income statement,

even in cases

whereby no tangible transaction has occurred, which

furthers the tax avoidance strategy.

2- Liabilities

Under the old standard, ESOP debt was recorded as a
liability on the books of the corporate sponsor, if the
Sponsor Company either guaranteed the debt or committed to
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make future contributions to the ESOP sufficient to meet
the debt service requirements

(ESOP Association, 2007;

National Center for Employee Ownership, 2007).

This

accounting presupposes that, in substance, the sponsor has

assumed the ESOP's debt and related obligation to service
that debt.

Under SOP 76-3, paragraph 5, and under SOP 93-

6, paragraph 24 through 27, the recording of ESOP debt on

the company's balance sheet became even more likely.

The

new standard (93-6) basically says that if the employer is

the source of debt service, either through dividends or

contributions, the debts hits their balance

("FASB

Pronouncements and EITF Abstracts," 2007).

Over the years, this has been one of the most

controversial issues in ESOP accounting.

However,

if

viewed from the perspective of the creditor, it does make

some sense. The creditor's primary criterion in evaluating
a loan is the ability to service the debt. The underlying

value of collateral is very important, but the creditor
cannot expect to fully recover that value.

In the case of

an ESOP, the ability to service the debt is based upon the

plan sponsor's financial position, not the ESOP's

Association, 2007).
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(ESOP

In the past, parties to the transaction regularly
struggled with methods to keep the debt off the balance

sheet.

Prior to June, 1989, there was some hope, but it

relied upon a very cooperative and sympathetic creditor.

The SOP was applied literally.

If there was any legally

enforceable arrangement between the plan sponsor and the
creditor resulting in the sponsor having to service the

debt, the debt would hit the balance sheet. Such

arrangements could have been avoided where other collateral
can be found.

If the creditor was willing to confirm that

it has no recourse against the plan sponsor for debt
service and did not make the loan based upon the plan

sponsor's credit worthiness, but only that of the plan, it
previously might have been able to persuade an accounting

firm to leave the debt off the balance sheet

("FASB

Pronouncements and EITF Abstracts," 2007).

This potential flexibility is no longer available. At
their June,
(EITF)

1989 meeting, the Emerging Issues Task Force

issued Consensus Opinion 89-10, Sponsor's

Recognition of Employee Stock Ownership Plan Debt.

In

their conclusion, the EITF held that all ESOP debt is to be
recorded on the balance sheet of the plan sponsor,
regardless of the existence of any enforceable obligation
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of the sponsor to pay the debt

("Sponsor's Recognition of

Employee Stock Ownership Plan Debt," 2007).

This conclusion was based upon the simple fact that

the source of all of cash to be used for debt service is
the plan sponsor.

This opinion will apply without regard

to whether the debt was to be satisfied through

contributions, dividends or sale of the securities.

The

only possible exception would be where an unrelated company
would agree to absorb the debt onto its financial

statements.

This does not seem to be reasonably possible,

since it is difficult to imagine any circumstances where a

party other than the plan sponsor would assume that
obligation.

A simple guarantee by a shareholder would not

qualify for this exclusion (ESOP Association, 2007).

Because this was a major change in interpretation,

the EITF

did agree to make this a transaction-based rule. Therefore,

transactions that closed prior to June 29, 1989 may still
be able to keep the debt off the financial statements of

the plan sponsor.

There is still an unanswered question, that is, how
the debt is to be reflected for a controlled group of

corporations where more than one member participates in the
plan.

In the case where all financial statements are
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presented on a consolidated basis, this is not an issue.

However,

problem.

in certain regulated industries this may be a

The minutes of the EITF meeting covering this

consensus opinion were specifically written to note that
the pushdown of the ESOP debt to a participating subsidiary
was not discussed ("Sponsor's Recognition of Employee Stock

Ownership Plan Debt," 2007). Therefore, some difference in
interpretation may still arise on this matter.

The

difficulty in pushing the debt down to the subsidiaries
arises in measuring how much debt should be pushed down to
each entity.

The final form of SOP 93-6 does not address

this matter, as it is not specifically an ESOP issue.

Instead the issue must be resolved within the broader

context of what constitutes "push down" debt.

Wholly-owned

subsidiaries, therefore, have some leeway to adjust their

debt structure so as to assume the debt of the parent ESOP

company.

3- Equity
The Contra Account
Prior to SOP 93-6 of June 1993, the impact of a

leveraged ESOP upon the equity section of the corporate
sponsor's balance sheet was the mirror image of its impact
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upon the liability section. A contra equity account is
established to reflect the obligation recorded in the

liability section. As the debt is retired by the ESOP, the
contra account was reduced, symmetrically ("Sponsor's

Recognition of Employee Stock Ownership Plan Debt," 2007).

The EITF Consensus Opinion 89-8 that changed the
measurement of compensation cost and, therefore, the
adjustments to the contra account. When the plan sponsor

uses the principal and interest method of collateral

release within the plan, the contra account will no longer
reflect the mirror image of the debt

("Sponsor's

Recognition of Employee Stock Ownership Plan Debt," 2007).

SOP 93-6 also requires the contra equity account and,

finally, gave it a name—Unearned ESOP Shares.
This account will change as the shares are allocated and

not, necessarily, as the debt is repaid ("FASB
Pronouncements and EITF Abstracts," 2007).

As discussed

below, under SOP 93-6, compensation cost will be measured

by the fair value of the stock. As the market value adjustment is recorded through compensation cost, the

offsetting entry will go to equity ("FASB Pronouncements
and EITF Abstracts," 2007) .
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Impact of Dividends Paid

Under the 1976 SOP and existing EITF opinions,
dividends paid on ESOP shares were not considered to be

compensation expense. They were charged to retained earning
("Sponsor's Recognition of Employee Stock Ownership Plan

Debt," 2007).

At the time the 1976 SOP was drafted, some
practitioners believed that the dividends paid on any
encumbered shares should be an element of compensation

expense. SOP 76-3, paragraph 13. According to Opinion No.
86-27, this belief had won recognition on certain other

ESOP applications

("Sponsor's Recognition of Employee Stock

Ownership Plan Debt," 2007). However, other than in the
case of the defined benefit plan reversion transfer, it was

not GAAP to record ESOP dividends as an element of

compensation until the SOP 93-6

("FASB Pronouncements and

EITF Abstracts," 2007).

The treatment of dividends was the subject of
considerable discussion during the development of the SOP
93-6. The financial statement "advantages" associated with

paying down the debt with dividends are not what were
contemplated under SOP 76-3.

Depending on the status of

the allocation of leveraged ESOP shares, the dividends paid
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are recorded differently. Before the shares are allocated,
it is up to the discretion of the employer in deciding how
any dividends will be used; the use of these dividends

wholly determines how they will be handled from an

accounting standpoint.

If the use of the dividends is to

service debt, a debit should occur for the liability for
the debt or the accrued interest. However,

if those same

dividends are instead added to the individual ESOP
accounts, the dividends will be charged to compensation

expense

("Sponsor’s Recognition of Employee Stock Ownership

Plan Debt," 2007) .

Mezzanine Equity
The reporting of the impact on the equity section was

also modified during 1989 by EITF, prescribed (opinion 89-

11):

"Sponsor's Balance Sheet Classification of Capital

Stock with a Put Option held by an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan."

This opinion is founded upon SEC Accounting Release

No. 268, Presentation in Financial Statements of

"Redeemable Preferred Stocks." The consequence of this
opinion is that any stock held by an ESOP that is subject
to a put option is to be classified outside of permanent

equity at the "mezzanine" level.

Any contra account

related to those securities that has to be recorded due to
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sop 76-3 or SOP 93-6, will also be classified at that

"mezzanine" level.
The shares can remain in permanent equity if the

"sponsor has the option to satisfy the puts...by issuing

stock...and the sponsor has expressed the intent and has
the ability to issue stock for the entire obligation, the
SEC staff would not require any portion of those securities
to be classified outside of permanent equity; but that

circumstance would make it difficult to assert that the
issuance of common stock to satisfy the redemption or put

feature’s of the preferred stock should not be reflected in
undiluted earning per share"

("Sponsor's Recognition of

Employee Stock Ownership Plan Debt," 2007).

Although this

pronouncement is based upon the interpretation of an SEC

pronouncement, most accounting firms do not limit the

application to only publicly-traded companies.

Further, it

is important to realize that there are many entities that
are subject to SEC reporting which do not have any traded

equity securities.

This includes corporations with traded

debt instruments and a number of regulated industries.

It is understood that the SEC has been willing to

relax on this issue in some circumstances.

For example,

one case the SEC was willing to allow the ESOP stock to
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in

remain within permanent capital, but it had to be

separately identified on the face of the balance sheet and
described in a footnote
Abstracts," 2007).

("FASB Pronouncements and EITF

In the events that the classification

of ESOP stock outside of permanent equity results in a

substantial hardship, the first action should be to contact
an accounting firm, specifically the firm's SEC contact

(ESOP Association, 2007).
From these balance sheet pronouncements, the author
has determined that the treatment of equity has bearing as
to how beneficial the ESOP is to the company.

The

accounting treatment of the ESOP is paramount with respect
to the creation and maintenance of the ESOP, and if no

ideal solution is found that will keep the leveraged ESOP
off of the balance sheet, the functionality of the ESOP is
in jeopardy,

since the goal of the ESOP is materially to

give companies willing to relinquish some control of itself
to employees a way to gain benefit in exchange for that
control.

Profit or Loss
In the middle 1970's, there was a significant

disagreement in the accounting profession over the
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reporting of the contribution to a leveraged ESOP.

GAAP

holds that the interest element should be reported as

interest expense and the principle portion should be

reported as compensation expense.

The segregation reflects

the view that the ESOP loan is the sole financial
responsibility of the plan's sponsor.

The non-GAAP,

minority view was to report the entire contribution as
compensation expense

("Sponsor's Recognition of Employee

Stock Ownership Plan Debt," 2007).
at the September 26,

It is interesting that

1991 SEC meeting on the revised SOP

draft, this controversy was reintroduced.

The minority

view was not accepted in the SOP 93-6, however.

The position that compensation cost could be measured
by the principal payment was based upon a model that

assumed a regular amortization of the debt following some

traditional standard of loan amortization.

Employers'

plans for non-level debt service need to meet various tax,
financial and employee benefit objectives.

Some companies

adhered to the non-GAAP minority viewpoint, pushing the

interest expense to compensation expense, which led to
income statement presentations that gave the accounting

community concern.

This resulted in the adoption of EITF

consensus opinion 89-8:

Expense Recognition for Employee
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Stock Ownership Plans.

This approach to measure the

compensation expense element under the plan is based upon
the shares released, not just the principal paid.

This

opinion does not have an effective date; therefore, it is
to be immediately applied for G7XAP reporting purposes

("Sponsor's Recognition of Employee Stock Ownership Plan
Debt," 2007).

The opinion does allow for some deviation from its
strictest terms.

If the plans sponsor's method of

measuring expense has resulted in a cumulative expense that

is within 80 percent of the cumulative expense under EITF
consensus opinion 89-8, the sponsor may continue with its

method. If an additional expense must be recognized for
prior periods, the credit would go to the ESOP contra

equity account

("FASB Pronouncements and EITF Abstracts,"

2007).

Again, since the goal of the company is to maximize

advantageous treatment derived from the creation of the

ESOP, the author has inferred that any adversarial position

taken by the EITF in the implementation of the benefits
gained from the ESOP may end up in its discontinuance.

Therefore the recognition of allowances that, on their
face, appear to be in conflict with GAAP need to be
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resolved within the framework of EITF.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLAN SURVEY RESULTS

To verify the alleged benefits of ESOP, particularly
in the case of small and medium sized corporations, the

author interviewed three individuals representing two
companies located in the Inland Empire area of Southern
California.

The interview questions and responses are

attached as appendix. The Chief Financial Officers of the
two companies were selected for the interview, and an
employee non-officer from one of these two companies was
selected for employee feedback.

The purpose of the

interview is to validate the assertions found on the ESOP

and NCEO websites.
The results from the company officers partially

confirm assertions stated on the ESOP and NCEO websites.
In order to fully confirm or refute the ESOP and NCEO

assertions, more interviews are needed, and a much more in-

depth study needs to be performed.

They both describe tax

avoidance and benefits found in sections VIII-X (B. Rea,

T. Rodriguez,

&

personal communication, November 13, 2003).

One of the two company officers, Bill Rea of Jenstar
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Enterprises, mentioned decreased employee morale as a
direct consequence of implementing the ESOP.

Jenstar

Enterprises' management decided it did not want to keep

diluting earnings and ownership, so opted to extend the
probationary period-of its employees,

change employees from

full-time status to part-time, and create higher
expectations of performance than their employees' salaries

should have been able to command.

This led to lowering the

number of employees enrolled in the ESOP

(B. Rea, personal

communication, November 13, 2003).
The employee interviewed, Marsha Harlow of Western

Door, contradicted her CFO, Tony Rodriguez, with regards to
the employee morale issue.

She stated that her company had

a habit of treating its employees as "robots," created
confusion with conflicting requests, and tended to

adversely treat those employees that constantly performed
with high degrees of competency and care for their

position.

These "injustices" are examples of why she

believes that her company could not be trusted with her

money.

The consequence of the company's action, to

preserve net income and prevent stock and ownership
dilution, was to limit the growth of the ESOP and limit the
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number of employees that could qualify for the program.

This created a backlash of employee distrust of their

company, and at least one employee has her resume out to
find other employment (M. Harlow, personal communication,
July 24, 2003).
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CHAPTER TWELVE
ENRON'S IMPACT ON EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION PLANS

Enron changed the world of ESOPs literally almost
single-handedly when it collapsed in 2001.

Key executives,

knowing that the stock would soon be worthless, did two
things simultaneously to Enron's stock:

1)

sold off their

stock option shares before the news of its earnings fraud

was made public knowledge, and 2) prevented the ESOP from
selling Enron stock to outside shareholders.

This kept the

thousands of Enron employees from mitigating their losses
by dumping their stock when it still had value.

This had, and continues to have, an adverse effect on
ESOPs in general, and has led to a series of laws

tightening the restrictions of ESOP administration.
According to an article found in The Wall Street Journal

Online, written by Nick Wingfield, accounting regulators
are expected eventually to require companies to treat

options as an expense, as well as include the expenses
associated with the management of’ ESOPs and’ stock options
in the company's financials.

This would change the

previous favorability associated with the company "having
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its cake and eating it, too" regarding its ability to

simultaneously exclude the expenses associated with put and
stock options, making the financial records look better,

and gain favorable tax treatment for those expenses.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
SUMMARY

As stated previously, the major advantages of starting up

an ESOP are tax-related.

ESOP contributions are tax

deductible; a corporation which repays an ESOP loan in
effect gets to deduct principal as well as interest.

Dividends paid on ESOP stock passed through to employees or
used to repay the ESOP loan are tax deductible.

ESOPs

allow companies to amortize principal payments on long-term

debt, in addition to allowing them to finance capital
expenses through pre-tax dollars.

An ESOP also permits the

employees of any closely-held companies to erase or defer

any capital gains taxes after the sale of their company
shares if they reinvest the ESOP’s sale proceeds into a
private investment portfolio.

There are other tax advantages for ESOPs.

ESOPs give firms

the power to use their pre-tax earnings and get a complete
tax deduction for any costs incurred through the buying out
of either the majority or minority shareholders; this is in

contrast to the after-tax earnings in the case of

traditional corporate stock redemption.

Companies are also

at liberty to use ESOPs in order to provide an offsetting
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tax deduction for expenditures related to the purchasing of

new equipment, the expansion of plant facilities, or any
cost that was necessary to finalize an acquisition of
another company.

By contributing newly-issued stock to an

ESOP in a break-even year, the ESOP company can create a
net operating loss and enable the firm to collect a set

amount of state and federal income tax it had paid in the

last three years.

Future pre-tax earning streams of ESOP

companies can be used to finance stock purchases for any

key manager who wishes to purchase shares of the company
but is financially unable to do so; thus, the ESOP gives
these employees a means of gaining operational control

within the company.

By partnering strategically with a

Charitable Trust, ESOPs give employees a means of receiving
personal tax deductions for stock given to charity.

ESOPs

can be used by individuals as intergenerational transfer

tools, whereby the employee is eligible to receive cash for
their shares,

as is governed by section 1042 of the

Internal Revenue Code's rules for tax deferred rollovers.
There are other benefits to starting up an ESOP.

Assuming

that the organization meets an established set of financial
criteria, the company has an excellent chance to convert

any assets of its current profit sharing plan into
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additional internal capital.

The strategic partnership

between an ESOP and a Family Limited Partnership can
protect the rollover investment portfolio of a company

employee from claims and judgments of third parties.
Several ESOP companies have used their program with create

success as a corporate financing tool, as an ESOP provides

tax-deductible working capital that may be used for the
financing of shareholder liquidity, the purchase of

equipment, the expansion of company plants, and the
acquisition of other companies.

ESOPs create liquid

markets for company shares, which enables capital gains
taxes to be eliminated where they would otherwise be

payable in instances where employees sell their shares to
third-party agents or redeem shares via a traditional
corporate redemption.
More than three-fourths of all firms with ESOPs in

place are now or were leveraged in the past, or in other
words, that the ESOP companies borrowed money to finance

the acquisition of employer securities held by the ESOP

trustee; this borrowed money can be loaned to either the
ESOP directly or its corporate sponsor from any qualified

lender.

In either case, the ESOP company and the lender
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often come to an agreement that the company will contribute
to the trust, enabling it to amortize the loan according to

schedule, or,

should the lender prefer it, the firm may

borrow directly in order to make a loan back to the ESOP.
This enables the divestiture of a division, the buying out
of stock, the making of acquisitions, the buying back of

stock that is publicly traded, or for any of several other
corporate necessities.

The most highly-regarded benefit of ESOPs, and the one
touted by the NCEO and ESOP Association, is the correlation

between employee ownership and corporate performance.
Having an ESOP in place makes it far more probable for a

company to operate as an independent for several years
after the establishment of the ESOP.

Studies found the

rate of return for ESOP companies to be 2.7% higher than
that of non-ESOP companies, and that 60% of the companies
that had created ESOPs reported that their stock value
increased upon the formation of the ESOP, and that 82% of
the surveyed companies noted that introducing an ESOP was

beneficial for business.

The studies concluded that

"positive and significant coefficients

[are found] much

more often than would be expected if there were no true
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relation between ESOPs and productivity," and that

estimates of the average productivity difference between
non-ESOP and ESOP firms was 5.3%; the studies also

concluded that the average estimated difference between
companies pre-ESOP and post-ESOP adoption was 4.4%, and
that the growth rate of the firms that established an ESOP

was 0.6% higher when compared with companies absent an
ESOP.

However, the results of my interviews appear to'
contradict these findings.

Because of a company's

propensity to maintain "the bottom line," management often
adopts short-sighted strategies,

such as limiting the

flexibility and duration of employees' workweek structure,
lowering hours and reducing benefits, which prove to

undercut employee morale and lead to lower employee
productivity.

The negative impact of low employee morale

is difficult to measure in these two companies, because of

their steady growth.

More analysis is needed to ascertain

whether or not there would have been higher growth for
these companies had employee morale been higher.
Also, much of the cited research was done prior to
Enron, and it is difficult to predict what impact the
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debacle would have on both companies and their employees
regarding ESOPs.

The fall of Enron was a life-changing

event, not just for the employees of Enron, but for the

entire country with respect to stock ownership plans.

The

inherent pitfalls of single-stream investing were
highlighted by this example.

Weighing against ESOPs now

more than ever is the risk associated with non-diversified

investment.

Because of Enron, employees are more aware of

their own portfolios, and are not willing to take
unnecessary risk with their retirements.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
CONCLUSION

For most ESOPs, the company gets more benefit from the
use of the ESOP than does the employee shareholder.
is due to many facts.

This

Corporate net income and related

taxation and tax benefit does not pass through to the
shareholders.

Taxation of dividend income for the employee

is merely deferred, not avoided.

The borrowing power for

the leveraged ESOP is a major benefit to the corporation,

with no significant benefit to the employee shareholder,

other than rising stock value.

The employee shareholder,

once he/she begins to sell shares of stock back to the

company, "enjoys" ordinary income treatment of the gains,
as opposed to capital gains associated with investment
income of selling stock, which is a major benefit when

using ordinary losses to offset this ordinary income
treatment.

The borrowing power, if properly utilized, will

keep expenses down for the company, reducing taxation, and

increasing net income.

But there is no relief for the

average employee shareholder when their company's stock
falls in value.

This poses a large problem for the

employee's future.
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The benefits are the same for both company and employee
shareholder in S-corporations and limited liability

companies

(LLCs).

shareholders,

Since net income passes through to the

as do tax benefits, employees and

owners/operators alike enjoy the short- and long-term
benefits of ESOPs.

Adjusted gross income of the employee

is reduced by the charitable contribution via a charitable

trust within the ESOP.

Rollover investment portfolios of

employees may be protected from creditors,

should the S-

Corp or LLC begin to falter, thereby insulating them

(somewhat)

from tragic losses.

Because the company is in a

better position to repurchase shares of stock from

employees, the stock is more liquid.

The employee may

purchase stock from other companies

(even publicly-held

companies) between the ages of 55 and 60, with the same tax

deferral benefit, when he or she sells shares of the
original stock back to the company (from 25% of the shares

at age 55 to 50% of the shares at age 60).
For corporate performance of both corporations and S-

corps/LLCs, ESOPs are key motivating forces for employees
and upper management.

Because of the ability for upper

management to gain control of the company via the ESOP, the
directives and policies have more force, and change may be
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effected more quickly.

This allows for rapid decision

making that is closely aligned with corporate direction, a
key ingredient in corporate growth and going concern.
Employees who receive stock via an ESOP have also been
shown to gain other benefits, such as life insurance, long

term disability,

and other retirement benefits

profit sharing, etc.).

(401(k),

According to the research, this

results in better employee performance, thus increasing the

output,

efficiency and quality of the products and/or

services provided by the company.

There is the specter of

Enron, nevertheless, that hovers over companies which have
either implemented ESOPs or are considering implementing
one.

The stock, as it turns out, is only as good as the

company's upper management, and once that trust is
compromised,

so goes the stock value.

Clearly, the

advantages to the company outweigh those for the employee.

Most of the research has shown that companies with ESOPs
have greater profits, sales and employment growth, and

greater ability to weather recessions than otherwise
comparable non-ESOP companies.

Further, a company can take

advantage of the tax benefits to extend their profits, have

more liquid cash and cash equivalents, and return more

wealth to the company's shareholders.
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Nevertheless, there are cases such as Jenstar Enterprises

and Western Door, whose business practices undermined
employee confidence in their respective companies,

and

created high employee turnover and job dissatisfaction.
Further,

as in Enron, non-diversified investment is not

part of a risk-averse strategy currently being touted by

investment firms.

Merrill-Lynch learned this the hard way

with their sponsorship of Enron's ESOP.

Anyone who has worked in a corporate environment is
aware that the employees make or break the company.

As

they are valued and made integral to the operation of the
company, the company prospers.

Employees are more business

savvy, and are much more aware of their portfolios than

they ever have been, primarily because of Enron.

If

employee stock ownership is to be part of the bonus

structure of a company, that company must be ready to

answer to its toughest critics—its employees.

All in all,

given the many choices of investment, the author certainly
would not choose to invest in a company's ESOP,

simply

because he would want to avoid the risk of having all of
his money falling along with his company's stock value.
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The benefit of this paper is manifold.

The prior research

does not express any opinion contrary to the associated

websites. This paper draws from the limited interview and

information about Enron that sheds light away from the
statements regarding the benefits of ESOPs to the employee
shareholders, including the ESOP as a motivating influence
on the company's employees.

Herein, however, the author

needs to expand on the interviews to make the responses

statistically meaningful.
The subject matter has not been given much attention.

Because of this, information from a variety of sources is

Therefore, this author has

difficult, at best, to gather.

attempted to gather information, both positive and
negative,

regarding ESOPs, and perform analysis regarding

the efficacy of ESOP implementation, as well as the

financial and social effects to the employees and
shareholders of the company.

This is useful when an

individual attempts to determine whether or not there is
sufficient benefit to adopt an ESOP.

In spite of the lack

of formal surveys and broad-based empirical evidence, the

information gathered from the limited interviews did show
conflict with the representations made on the ESOP
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Association and NCEO websites, and cannot, therefore, be

distrusted completely.

Finally, this paper serves as a springboard for future

analysis.

There is reason to believe that the

implementation of ESOPs will be challenging to companies,

because of the social impact of Enron, among others,

from

the standpoint that employees were unable to change and/or

update their investment choices while their company was
undergoing major problems.

This gives rise to many

opportunities for papers to discuss in greater detail the

economic, social and political implications associated with

ESOPs.

If sufficient evidence is gathered via surveys

and/or interviews, one can determine easily the social and

political implications of ESOP implementation and
administration, and validate or refute the assertions that

the ESOP Association and NCEO websites purport.
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APPENDIX A

RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS
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APPENDIX A:

RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS

Questions for the ESOP Survey

Jenstar Enterprises
Feedback, by Bill Rea, CFO

How many employees do you have?

298 employees, 255

How many employees have

enrollees

enrolled into your ESOP?

What is your vesting schedule?

After one year.

How many of your enrollees are

vested, or 9.8%.

fully vested?

If more than one

25 fully
Remaining

enrollees not vested.

year is necessary for your

enrollees to vest, please break
the enrollees down by number
vested at each percentage

vested (e.g.:

ESOP vesting

occurs over 5 years; out of 54

enrollees, 39 are fully vested,
11 are 80% vested (4 out of 5

years), 2 are 20% vested (1 out
of 5 years), and 2 are in their

first year, or. 0%) .

How many of your enrollees are
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25 enrollees, 5 with more

over 55 years?

than 10 years service.

How many of

these have at least 10 years

None have opted to

with your company?

diversify.

Of these

with at least 10 years of
service, how many have opted to

diversify?

None.

How many have opted to

diversify between 25% and 50%
of their ESOP at age 60?

(Employees:

have you opted to

diversify your portfolio
between ages 55 and 60?

If so,

what were the top three reasons
you diversified?)

Employees:

at retirement,

termination or disability, did
you sell your distributed ESOP

shares, either on the open

market or by exercising put

options?

Why or why not?

Did your company take advantage
of borrowing from the ESOP?

If
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No.

Not necessary.

so, did you notice a material
tax advantage from the
repayment of the debt, and was
it worth the effort?

Did you set up the S-ESOP model

Yes, SESOP.

as encouraged by the National

benefit as NCEO suggested.

Center for Employee Ownership

Allocate net gains to ESOP,

(NCEO)?

Yes, did gain

pay virtually no taxes.

If so, did you gain

the synergistic benefit the
NCEO touted?

Please explain.

If not, why not?

Did your company take advantage

Not at this time.

of pre-tax buy-out of employee

stock in the ESOP?

If so,

about how much was saved, in
either dollars or percent?

this amount material?

Was

If not,

could you have?

Did your company take advantage

Were not able to take

of any of the following:

advantage of these

tax-

deductible financing for

programs.

capital costs; tax-deductible
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principal payments for long-

term debt previously
encumbered; tax-deductible

dividends to ESOP enrollees

(other than AMT); recovery of
prior-period income taxes paid

(back up to three years); tax

deductible management buy-out;
enhanced charitable giving; or

conversion of existing profitsharing plan into working

capital?

If so, did your

company receive a material
benefit from any or all of

these?

Please explain.

If

not, why not?
Compare pre- and post-ESOP with

Morale and performance were

respect to employee morale and

both reduced.

performance.

Did you notice a

Turnover is

high in this company.

Only

measurable difference overall?

top management is retained

If so, how much would be

for longer than two years.

attributable to the

The management philosophy
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implementation of the ESOP?

was fully driven by the

Please explain,

ESOP implementation,

including

so as

whether or not morale and

not to allow ownership

performance improved or

outside of family control.

lowered.

After implementing the ESOP,

Company performance is

did your company's performance

higher, but during the time

improve or lower?

that the ESOP was

How much of

the performance difference was

implemented, housing has

attributable to the ESOP

increased dramatically

implementation?

(this is a construction

Please

company).

explain.

Therefore,

cannot quantify how much

performance improvement
attributable to ESOP

implementation.

Employee:

after selling back

stock to the ESOP, were you

able to take advantage of the

capital gains tax deferment by
buying other stock or
securities?

Why or why not?
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If so, what were your estimated

savings?

Are you in better or

worse futures position after

the trade?

Please explain

briefly.

Western Door Feedback by

Questions for the ESOP Survey

Tony Rodriguez, CFO
How many employees do you have?

295 employees,

How many employees have

enrollees

150

enrolled into your ESOP?
What is your vesting schedule?

After one year.

How many of your enrollees are

vested, or 33.3%.

fully vested?

Remaining enrollees not

If more than one

vested.

year is necessary for your

enrollees to vest, please break

the enrollees down by number
vested at each percentage
vested (e.g.:

ESOP vesting

occurs over 5 years; out of 54

enrollees, 39 are fully vested,

11 are 80% vested (4 out of 5
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50 fully

years), 2 are 20% vested (1 out
of 5 years), and 2 are in their

first year, or 0%).
How many of your enrollees are
over 55 years?

10 enrollees,

5 with more

than 10 years service.

How many of

these have at least 10 years

Two have opted to

with your company?

diversify.

Of these

with at least 10 years of

service, how many have opted to
diversify?
How many have opted to

None.

diversify between 25% and 50%
of their ESOP at age 60?

(Employees:

have you opted to

diversify your portfolio
between ages 55 and 60?

If so,

what were the top three reasons

you diversified?)

Employees:

at retirement,

termination or disability, did

you sell your distributed ESOP
shares, either on the open
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market or by exercising put

options?

Why or why not?

Did your company take advantage

Yes.

of borrowing from the ESOP?

$50,000 annually.

If

Average tax savings
Material

so, did you notice a material

tax savings worth the

tax advantage from the

restructuring.

repayment of the debt, and was

it worth the effort?
Did you set up the S-ESOP model

Yes, SESOP.

as encouraged by the National

benefit as NCEO suggested.

Center for Employee Ownership

Allocate net gains to ESOP,

(NCEO)?

pay virtually no taxes.

If so, did you gain

Yes, did gain

the synergistic benefit the
NCEO touted?

Please explain.

If not, why not?

Did your company take advantage
of pre-tax buy-out of employee

stock in the ESOP?

If so,

about how much was saved, in
either dollars or percent?
this amount material?

Was

If not,

could you have?
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Not at this time.

Did your company take advantage

tax

of any of the following:

Funded equipment for growth

opportunity from ESOP.

deductible financing for

Installed warehouse, bought

capital costs; tax-deductible

new trucks, and doubled

principal payments for long

capacity for door finishing

term debt previously

and installation.

encumbered; tax-deductible
dividends to ESOP enrollees
(other than AMT); recovery of
prior-period income taxes paid

(back up to three years); tax

deductible management buy-out;
enhanced charitable giving; or

conversion of existing profitsharing plan into working

capital?

If so, did your

company receive a material

benefit from any or all of
these?

Please explain.

If

not, why not?
Compare pre- and post-ESOP with

Morale and performance were

respect to employee morale and

both improved.
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Turnover is

performance.

Did you notice a

relatively low in this

measurable difference overall?

company.

If so, how much would be

feel like part of the

attributable to the

ownership and part of the

implementation of the ESOP?

decision-making process.

Employees seem to

Please explain, including

whether or not morale and
performance improved or

lowered.
After implementing the ESOP,

Company performance is

did your company's performance

higher, but cannot quantify

improve or lower?

how much performance

How much of

the performance difference was

improvement attributable to

attributable to the ESOP

ESOP implementation.

implementation?

Please

explain.

Employee:

after selling back

stock to the ESOP, were you
able to take advantage of the

capital gains tax deferment by
buying other stock or
securities?

Why or why not?
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If so, what were your estimated

Are you in better or

savings?

worse futures position after

the trade?

Please explain

briefly.

Marsha Harlow, A/R

Questions for the ESOP Survey

Manager, Western Door

How many employees do you have?
How many employees have enrolled
into your ESOP?

What is your vesting schedule?

Fully vested employee, 7

How many of your enrollees are

years service

fully vested?

If more than one

year is necessary for your

enrollees to vest, please break

the enrollees down by number

vested at each percentage vested
(e.g.:

ESOP vesting occurs over

5 years; out of 54 enrollees, 39
are fully vested,

11 are 80%

vested (4 out of 5 years), 2 are
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20% vested (1 out of 5 years),
and 2 are in their first year,
or 0%) .

How many of your enrollees are
over 55 years?

N/A

How many of

these have at least 10 years

with your company?

Of these

with at least 10 years of
service, how many have opted to

diversify?
How many have opted to diversify

N/A

between 25% and 50% of their
ESOP at age 60?

(Employees:

have you opted to diversify your

portfolio between ages 55 and

60?

If so, what were the top

three reasons you diversified?)

Employees:

at retirement,

N/A

termination or disability, did

you sell your distributed ESOP
shares, either on the open

market or by exercising put
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options?

Why or why not?

Did your company take advantage
of borrowing from the ESOP?

If

so, did you notice a material
tax advantage from the repayment
of the debt, and was it worth

the effort?
Did you set up the S-ESOP model

as encouraged by the National
Center for Employee Ownership

(NCEO)?

If so, did you gain the

synergistic benefit the NCEO
touted?

Please explain.

If

not, why not?

Did your company take advantage
of pre-tax buy-out of employee

stock in the ESOP?

If so, about

how much was saved, in either

dollars or percent?

amount material?

Was this

If not, could

you have?

Did your company take advantage
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of any of the following:

tax

deductible financing for capital
costs; tax-deductible principal
payments for long-term debt

previously encumbered; tax

deductible dividends to ESOP
enrollees

(other than AMT);

recovery of prior-period income
taxes paid (back up to three

years); tax-deductible
management buy-out; enhanced
charitable giving; or conversion
of existing profit-sharing plan

into working capital?

If so,

did your Company receive a
material benefit from any or all
of these?

Please explain.

If

not, why not?
Compare pre- and post-ESOP with

Morale and performance

respect to employee morale and

were both lowered.

performance.

Did you notice a

measurable difference overall?
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In

reality, employees were
made to work longer hours,

If so, how much would be

and their raises due were

attributable to the

replaced with company ESOP

implementation of the ESOP?

stock dividends.

Please explain,

employees knew that the

including

The

whether or not morale and

company was taking

performance improved or lowered.

advantage of the program

at employee expense.
Marsha and other employees

are currently in the open
job market.
After implementing the ESOP, did

your company's performance

improve or lower?

How much of

the performance difference was
attributable to the ESOP

implementation?
Employee:

Please explain.
Not at this time.

after selling back

stock to the ESOP, were you able

However, Marsha intends to

to take advantage of the capital

diversify, if she is still

gains tax deferment by buying

working for Western Door

other stock or securities?
or why not?

Why

in ten years, and in
fifteen,

If so, what were
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she intends to

your estimated savings?

Are you

sell her stock on the open

in better or worse futures

market and gain tax

position after the trade?

shielding from capital

Please explain briefly.

gains.
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